Bolometer sensors are a key component to determine the total radiation and the radiation profile in fusion devices. For future devices like ITER the need arose to develop new sensors in order to adapt to loads, in particular neutron irradiation and enhanced thermal loads. The method proposed here to deal effectively with the stresses in the absorber and its supporting membrane is to support the absorber by flexure hinges, thus allowing deformations in all dimensions and reducing stresses. First, a design for the flexure hinges is proposed. Then finite-element analyses (FEA) have been carried out to investigate expected deformations due to residual stresses from the manufacturing process as well as due to additional thermal loads at 450
Introduction
The total plasma radiation emitted from a fusion device is most commonly measured by the bolometer diagnostic. Its sensor is based on an absorber, which is heated by the radiation emitted from the fusion plasma. The increase in temperature is monitored using a thermometer giving thus the possibility to deduce the absorbed radiational power. In case of metal resistor bolometers a thin metallic meander on the back side of the absorber provides the measurement of the temperature changes [1] . It is combined with a similar meander (using the Wheatstone-bridge configuration) situated on a reference detector, which is shielded from the direct plasma radiation, to compensate for uncertainties in the measurement due to changes in temperature of the environment or the effect of neutron radiation. This type of bolometer sensor is being used in most current day experimental devices [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and also developed further for the use in ITER [7] . However, the higher thermal loads expected for ITER as compared to the ones of current devices impose constraints which could not all be overcome up to date. In particular, repeated thermal cycling up to temperatures above 200
• C leads in the newly developed sensors to a breaking of the SiN membranes supporting the Pt absorber. The reason identified was a fatigue cycle due to a reversal of the deflection direction of the membranes between room temperature and 450
• C in combination with high stress concentration close to the absorber corners [8] .
In order to overcome these difficulties, two possible options are available. Firstly, the chosen material combination for absorber and supporting membrane has to be improved. The choice of Pt absorbers on SiN membranes is based on their superior properties with respect to neutron irradiation. However, the initial intrinsic stresses in Pt on SiN during the manufacturing process turned out to be relatively high (500 MPa tensile stress in Pt, as measured on test samples). Sensitivity studies using finite-element analyses (FEA) of the membrane deflections as presented in [8] revealed that these parameters, in combination with the additional stresses due to differential thermal expansion, have a major impact on the mechanical stability. An alternative material for the absorber would be Au, as this has an intrinsic stress level below 100 MPa [9] and transmutationeffects are not expected to change the functionality of the absorber significantly. Secondly, a support of the absorber could be devised which does not restrict its displacement due to thermal expansion and thus leads to reduced stresses.
Both options are actively being pursued. This paper deals with the second option. It describes a proposal for a suitable design to support the absorber in Section 2. Section 3 presents the FEA performed to investigate the proposed design and Section 4 analyses the expected operational parameters for a bolometer based on such a design. Section 5 then shows the results obtained from investigating the first prototype samples. Finally, Section 6 concludes with an outlook on the next steps towards the final application of the proposed design as bolometer sensor.
Flexure hinges as support of a bolometer absorber
The tensile residual stress of Pt resulting from the manufacturing process and the mismatch in coefficients of thermal expansion causes the absorber to contract and bend, as Pt is the top layer of a laminate formed by the Pt absorber and the SiN membrane substrate. If this laminate was allowed to contract and bend without restrictions, the imposed stress level in the SiN membrane would be significantly lower. In Fig. 1 , the deformed shape of the combination of a 12.5 µm Pt absorber on a 1.5 µm SiN substrate of the same size (1.5 mm×4 mm) is shown for the case of no external deformation restrictions, on the left at room temperature and on the right at 450
• C. The maximum deformations in these cases are ∆u x,max = 8 µm, ∆u y,max = 2 µm and ∆u z,max = 191 µm for the displacements in x, y and z direction, respectively. This shows that any compliant support has to cope with in-plane deformations of less than 10 µm in x-and y-direction. The z-deformations to cope with are significantly higher but would apply only if the absorber was supported at the points showing the highest difference. If the absorber is hinged at e.g. the 4 corner points, the required z-compliance will be close to zero.
A potential design to cope with such deformations are flexure hinges, which are widely used for micro structured sensors, e.g. for acceleration sensors [10] Figure 1 : Free total displacement u sum of an absorber element consisting of a 12.5 µm Pt absorber on a 1.5 µm SiN substrate of the same size (1.5 mm×4 mm) due to intrinsic material stresses at room temperature (left) and additional thermal expansion at 450 • C (right).
cromirrors [11] . The generic design proposed is given in Fig. 2 . On top, an overview of four flexure hinges is shown as they attach close to the corners of the absorber. In the lower left, details on typical dimensions are given. The lower right shows the thicknesses of the various layers. From this graph it can be recognised that such a design can be realised based on the current manufacturing process [7] by stopping the etching process for the removal of the Si above the membrane when a remaining 50 µm thickness of Si is achieved and applying an additional DRIE etching process to remove all material around the absorber area apart from the flexure hinges. In contrast to previous sensor prototypes the absorber is now placed on 50 µm Si and not directly on the SiN membrane. However, the SiN interlayer is still present in order to provide an isolation for the meanders which will have to be deposited on the opposite side of the Si-layer with respect to the absorber. This leaves as sole functionality for the Si-layer a mechanical one to support the absorber and therefore no detrimental effects due to neutron irradiation are expected.
The flexure hinges are designed to compensate deformations in three degrees of freedom: in-plane displacement u y in y-direction, out-of-plane displacement u z in z-direction and rotation u rot,x around the in-plane x-axis (see Fig. 3 , left, which uses the local hinge coordinate system). This is achieved by bending and torsion of the hinge beam (Fig. 3, right) , which of course must result in stress levels below the tensile strength of Si. 
Finite-element analyses of flexure hinge design
The finite element analyses of this design have been performed in ANSYS. The finite-element (FE) model was realised as a solid model using ANSYS SOLID186 elements (3D 20-node solid element) and symmetry boundary conditions to be able to use only 1/4 of the whole assembly for better computational performance. The model and the computational mesh is shown in Fig.  4 . The loads imposed are the residual stresses from the manufacturing process realised by the "initial stress"-method and for the analysis of the behaviour at high temperatures an additional thermal load of 450
• C. The analyses were performed as linear analysis. The resulting deformations due to the residual stresses and due to additional thermal loads at 450
• C are shown in Fig. 5 on the left and right, respectively. The corresponding stresses are given in Fig. 6 . The highest stress levels due to residual stresses at room temperature observed are just below 500 MPa. The regions of high stress levels are located at the interface between absorber and Si substrate. They are also visible from the bottom of the assembly directly below the absorber. Stresses in the hinge itself are lower. The stress levels for additional thermal loads at 450
• C decrease by about a factor of two. This is due to the mismatch of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between Pt and Si. With increasing temperature, the higher CTE of Pt results in a reduction of the initial tensile stresses in the Pt layer. The higher expansion of the Pt layer relative to the Si finally leads to a reversal of the initial bending shape. Also in this case the hinge does not show high stress values.
To judge the mechanical stability of the flexure hinge design, the calculated stress levels need to be compared to the tensile strength of Si. However, literature does not agree on a specific value for the tensile strength of Si. Depending on specimen size, test method, loading mode or defect size, respectively surface flaw size after production, values between 1 GPa and 7 GPa can be found. Additionally, Si is a brittle material for temperatures below 500
• C with a low fracture toughness of 0. fracture strength of 880 MPa or higher. Thus, the flexure hinge design is expected to be mechanically stable within the analysed load cases.
Expected operational parameters
In addition to being mechanically stable, a sensitive bolometer sensor also has to feature operational parameters within acceptable ranges. The crucial parameters to check are the meander resistance, effective heat capacity and cooling time constant. These are the parameters which have to be calibrated to derive the measured radiational power [12] . Additionally, the thermal transfer time of radiated power deposited in the absorber to the meander needs to be checked as this one determines the minimum time resolution if one prefers to neglect this heat conduction during data evaluation for reasons of simplicity.
The time within which the bolometer sensor can provide a signal in response to the change of radiational power falling onto the absorber is determined by the heat transfer time from the absorber surface to the meander. The heat transfer time (or rise time) t h in a material with parallel bounding surfaces is given by
With d being the thickness (in m), κ the thermal conductivity (in W m −1 K −1 ), c m the specific heat capacity (in J kg −1 K −1 ) and ρ the density (in kg m −3 ) of the material. Thus, t h of the bolometer sensor is determined by the thickness of absorber and substrate and by its material parameters. For current devices one gets 6.3 µs and for the newly proposed designs t h = 34 µs, both calculated using material parameters at room temperature. This is an increase by a factor of almost six. However, as the time resolution requirements of current and future experiments are in the order of 0.1 ms or longer, this difference is of no consequence. Note however, that these values were calculated for bolometer sensors based on Pt absorbers supported by SiN membranes or the newly proposed flexure hinges. For sensors based on Au absorbers supported by 20 µm thick Mica membranes, as are still in use on some devices, typical values are t h = 1.8 ms.
As the dimensions of the absorber have not been changed, the same resistance can be achieved for the new concept as for currently operating bolometer sensors.
The additional Si supporting the absorber will add to the effective heat capacity. For a typical absorber of 1.5 mm×4 mm the 12.5 µm of Pt give 0.21 mJ/K, the 1.5 µm of SiN give twice 0.03 mJ/K and the 50 µm supporting Si give 0.49 mJ/K when assuming typical values for density and specific heat from literature. Thus, the heat capacity will be increased by a factor of almost three.
Similarly, the change in cooling time constant will be significant. The heat transfer through the membrane or the hinges can be described using the energy balance
where the rate of temperature change in the sensor assembly (first term on right hand side with index i denoting absorber, substrate and isolation layer) is balanced by the heat transfer Q tc through the thermal conductor, the radiational losses Q rad and the heat transfer through the residual gas Q gas . Typically, radiational losses and residual gas can be neglected. Q tc is given by
with the thermal conductivity coefficient κ, the cross section A and length l of the material, as well as the temperature difference ∆T between absorber and heat sink. The cooling time constant τ is thus given by
For current devices supported by a SiN membrane, the mean cross section can be approximated by the mean outline of 13 mm, i.e. the path on the membrane in the middle between absorber and outer heat sink, and the thickness of the membrane, yielding 1.95 · 10 −8 m 2 . The length is then the distance between absorber and heat sink, which is 0.5 mm. For the hinges, the dimensions given in Fig. 2 are used to calculate a cross section of 2.5 · 10 −9 m 2 and a length of 1.7 mm. Using the heat capacities from above, the thermal conductivity of SiN and Si (15 W m −1 K −1 and 160 W m −1 K −1 , respectively) and considering that there are 4 hinges supporting the absorber one gets τ mem = 410 ms and τ hinge = 800 ms for membrane and hinges, respectively. This would be an increase of a factor of about 2. In the case of a membrane supporting the absorber, measurements resulted in τ mem = 450 . . . 550 ms [7] and confirmed these estimates .
In principle, calibrating the sensors prior to each measurement in situ [12] offers the possibility to operate with any combination of parameters and will not be affected by the thick Si-layer as t h τ hinge . However, in practice these calibration constants determine the sensitivity and ability to cope with measurement noise. Thus, tests on prototypes will have to demonstrate if the new support using flexure hinges is a viable means for bolometer sensors or if τ needs to be adjusted by additional heat conduction layers as is the case for current devices (not considered in the simple estimation above). Furthermore, the tests will have to show if strain-induced changes in resistance for the meander will impact the measurement. As the deformations for an absorber supported by a membrane are similar and did not show the strain-induced effects, the expectation is that this will also not be the case for this new design.
Results of prototype tests
Based on the promising FEA results, the manufacturing of prototypes with flexure hinges has been initiated. The basic design as presented in Section 2 obviously provides several parameters which can be varied and may impact on the resulting mechanical stability. These are the number of hinges, their lengths, the distance of their attachment from the corner of the absorber, the distance of the edge of the absorber from the edge of the supporting Si substrate and the corner radius of the absorber. Four different variants have been incorporated into a design for production masks to produce prototype samples. A sketch is shown in Fig. 7 of the implemented variations for four bolometer channels supported by flexure hinges, which is repeated over the surface of a 5" wafer. Based on this design, prototypes could be manufactured. However, for the manufacturing to be successful, an additional layer of 1.5 µm of Si 3 N 4 had to be deposited between the Pt absorber and the supporting Si to act as diffusion barrier and improve stability. Fig. 8 shows the photograph of a whole wafer (left) and a detail of an absorber of variant A enlarged (right), demonstrating the successful process. The prototype samples produced have undergone initial tests. Firstly, white light interferometry was used to measure the out-of-plane deformation of the absorbers and flexure hinges at room temperature. Fig. 9 shows the result of the profile measurement for an absorber of variant D as measured from the side of the meanders. Fig. 10 presents the evaluation of the profile measurement from Fig. 9 for a path along the length of the absorber (top) and along two hinges (middle and bottom) as well as the comparison to results from FEA for this variant. The latter has been performed assuming two different cases for the initial stress in the absorber, once for 500 MPa and once for a slightly lower value of 440 MPa. For both cases the results of the deformation measured compares well in shape and magnitude to the one predicted from FEA. For the case with the slightly lower value of the initial stress, the absolute magnitude of the deformation is reproduced slightly better. Considering the additional layer of Si 3 N 4 , which was not taken into account for FEA and uncertainties within the material parameters, this is a very strong indication that the analysis managed to capture all relevant processes involved and that the boundary conditions and material parameters used were well chosen.
A second crucial test was the thermal cycling of the specimen. 20 thermal cycles from room temperature up to 450
• C at heating rates up to 25 K/min and cool down to below 50
• C were applied to test their mechanical stability under thermal loads and corresponding stresses. Every specimen tolerated these loads without failure, irrespective of the geometric variations. As this is also in agreement with FEA, the development can be claimed to be a success.
Conclusion
An alternative concept has been proposed to support bolometer absorbers in order to cope with high thermal loads of future fusion devices. The concept of flexure hinges is already used for various other sensor devices and can absorb stresses due to deformations in all spatial dimensions. The proposed design has been presented and analysed using FEA. Based on the promising results, prototypes have been manufactured and tested successfully under thermal loads demonstrating not only manufacturability but also the expected mechanical stability under thermal loads up to 450
• C and associated stresses. However, as the demonstration of a concept for the mechanically stable support of the bolometer absorbers was the major aim so far, meanders and means to determine the bolometer signal have not been incorporated into the design, yet. The next step in the development process will be to design the layout of the meanders and the electrical signal connection using the path along the hinges to connect the meanders on the back side of the absorber and then test the resulting prototypes with respect to their parameters characterising the operation as bolometer sensor. These tests will have to show on the one hand if the estimated parameters are reproduced and on the other hand how they impact the sensitivity of a bolometer using the new sensor geometry. One particular issue to be tested experimentally on fully functional prototypes might be if shocks or vibrations during the operation of a fusion device result in oscillating noise in the bolometer signal.
